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ACCELERATING THE ADOPTION
OF ELECTRIC CARS

@COMPANY/MOTOR-EV

We’re Motor. We work with individuals,
businesses, and utilities to accelerate the
adoption of electric cars and the future of
mobility. The simplest way to get an electric car,
Motor affords drivers access to all of the
benefits of driving electric with none of the
hassle. Current Motor offerings include an
electric car subscription service, workplace
car-sharing, an electric car buying solution,
and simplified charging options.

Why Drive
Electric
Sustainability
Driving electric means
lower emissions, which
means cleaner air for all.

Performance
Next generation features of
today’s electric cars make
for a smooth yet fun ride.

Savings

PARTNERSHIPS
Opening the door to new opportunities alongside utilities,
Motor partnered with AES Indiana to accelerate the future
of mobility with driver incentives and AES Indiana customer
benefits, including a proposed one-time charger rebate to
encourage broader electric car adoption.

Electric means lower
operating costs, less repairs,
and no more expensive gas
station visits.

Convenience
Online ordering, home
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Benefits
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(936) 230-9190 DIRECT

help to simplify the process.

Eligible for tax credits, as
well as special rates and
rebates from utilities.
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Our
Services
Motor Drive

Motor Drive
at a Glance

SUBSCRIBE

An all-inclusive, low commitment monthly electric car

10:00

subscription service designed to save individuals time,
money, and the headaches of traditional car ownership.

1

Choose your
car in the app.

2

Schedule
your delivery.

3

MINUTES OR LESS
TO REGISTER

200+
Start
driving.

MILES PER
CHARGE RANGE

8

Motor Go
WORKPL ACE CAR-SHARE

MAKES &
MODELS

A workplace car-sharing solution for companies looking
to save money and provide a unique employee benefit, all
while reducing their carbon footprint.

50 +
COST SAVINGS
IN FUEL

Motor Up
PURCHASE

An online electric car buying solution, allowing drivers to
browse different models, purchase, and schedule home
delivery from the convenience of home.

$

649 - $1,399
S
 UBSCRIPTION PRICE
PER MONTH
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The Motor
Fleet
Choose from top brands, including the newest releases
available through our Motor service offerings. Motor helps
drivers find an electric car that fits best with their lifestyle.

FORD MUSTANG
MACH-E

TESLA MODEL X

NISSAN LEAF

AUDI E-TRON

VOLKSWAGEN ID.4

TESLA MODEL Y

TESLA MODEL 3
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